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New Survey Finds 
Delivering substantive, relevant content makes in-house 
counsel more likely to respond to law firm communications.

In the battle for clients’ attention, incumbent firms still have 
the advantage, but content with actionable guidance creates 
openings for challenger firms.

 GCs prefer phone calls, personal emails—even texts—over 
mass-distribution emails, such as invites to programs or 
client alerts.

Insights on business and operational issues, such as 
cybersecurity concerns around working remotely, and cultural 
topics, such as diversity, equity, and inclusion, are in high 
demand among clients.
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In the months since COVID-19 lockdowns ground in-
person client interactions to a virtual halt, law firms have 
poured their energy, effort, and resources into a bevy 
of content vehicles. Client alerts, webinars, COVID-19 
resource centers, blog posts, bylined articles – firms have 
reached for every arrow in their quivers to stay connected 
to clients and to get noticed by prospects. 

For the most part, those clients and prospects are satisfied with what 

they’ve been getting. Findings from an August 2020 survey by legal 

consultancy Zeughauser Group, strategic communications firm 

Greentarget, and B2B branding agency Right Hat reveal that more than 

two-thirds of in-house lawyers are likely to respond to communications 

from the firms with which they already work—especially when the 

communications contain substantive information that’s relevant to 

their businesses. If another firm, even one with no prior relationship to 

the in-house lawyer or entity, can deliver actionable guidance, it can 

generate responses and even opportunities. 

The more things change, the more they stay the same. 
While the tools are changing, winning at marketing 
and business development during the pandemic is still 
rooted in developing strong relationships with clients. 
And clients need trusted advisors now more than ever.”
— Norm Rubenstein  Partner, Zeughauser Group

“
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Explore the complete survey findings in greater detail on the following pages, along with our 
recommendations for law firms looking to align their outreach with client preferences and priorities.

53% 
say substantive legal or business 
information is what they want most 
in communications from outside 
counsel. 

50%+
are willing to give communications 
from existing law firms (56%) and 
unfamiliar law firms (50%) at least  
a perfunctory read for relevance. 

28% 
say they appreciate good content 
sent from both types of firms, and 
forward these communications to 
peers when appropriate.

A communication covering topical issues and including actionable guidance increases the 
chances that in-house lawyers will respond, regardless of whether they have ever worked 
with the firm that sends it.

90% 
are likely to respond to their 
current firms.

83% 
say they would respond to 
firms referred to them by 
friends or colleagues.

28% 
are likely or somewhat likely 
to respond to unsolicited 
communication from firms 
with which they have no prior 
relationship.

The value gap narrows when it comes to how in-house lawyers respond to communications.

51% 
are simply not interested in 
the event topic(s).

40% 
don’t want to engage with law 
firms in this manner.

Virtual social events appeal to very few in-house lawyers. Respondents suggest a variety 
of specific legal and business 
topics, some stemming from 
the pandemic and its economic 
effects and others related to 
business and legal issues unrelated 
to COVID-19. They also have 
good things to say about certain 
webinars and virtual seminars that 
law firms have held.

Besides positive marks for actionable, substantive content, the survey of in-house 
lawyers found that:

84% 
have received phone calls from 
outside counsel since the pandemic 
started—and that’s their preferred 
method for communicating.

68% 
say that communication from 
their existing outside counsel is 
of greatest value to them.

31% 
are open to communications 
from firms introduced to them 
by friends or colleagues.

The survey explored the range and value of communication 
tools that law firms have used to reach out to clients and 
prospects since March 2020.
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Pick Up the Phone—
to Call or Text

In a socially distanced world, in-house lawyers appear to appreciate 

a more personal touch from their law firms. Respondents to the 

survey say their favorite medium for connecting with outside 

lawyers is the telephone, followed by personal email. And firms 

are obliging; 84% of in-house lawyers surveyed say they’ve heard 

from their outside lawyers by phone, and 88% by email, since the 

pandemic began. 

Method of contact by law firms since start of pandemic and 
preference for each method

Contact method Ranking preference

Only 39%, by contrast, say they’ve received text messages from their outside 
lawyers. That may not be surprising—at least in the United States, texting 
historically has been more the province of friends and family—but it is a missed 
opportunity. In-house counsel rank texts as their third-most-preferred medium; 
they’d rather get texts from their lawyers than mass email blasts or LinkedIn or 
webinar invitations. 

The act of sending a text requires an existing rapport with the client or prospect. 
But once they’ve agreed to texting, it can be a quick way for outside counsel to 
rise above the COVID-19-fueled email cluttering decision-makers’ inboxes.

Phone  
calls

Webinar 
invitations

E-alerts Text 
messages

LinkedIn 
invitations

Personal  
email

88% 84% 81% 52% 39% 13% 

#6

#3
#5

#4#1#2
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Incumbents Have the 
Inside Track

The survey contains particularly good news for law firm communicators 

who already have established a relationship with clients or prospects: 

More than two-thirds (68%) say that the communications of highest 

value to them come from their existing firms, and 90% say they’re 

likely to respond to those firms’ communications. Thirty-one percent 

find additional value in communication from outside firms introduced 

by colleagues and friends, and 83% say they’re likely to respond to 

communications from these firms. 

Communication of greatest value

Likelihood of responding

In both cases, it’s clear that relationships go a long way. Firms that lack those 
connections will have a harder time getting noticed: Only 28% of respondents say 
they’re likely to respond to unsolicited outreach from firms they don’t know or 
haven’t been introduced to by an intermediary. 

90%Somewhat likelyVery likely
67% 23%

83%
Somewhat likely

48% 35%
Very likely

28%
Somewhat 
likely

11% 17%

Very 
likely

Communications from my existing 
outside counsel firms

Communications from outside counsel 
firms introduced to me by a colleague 
or friend

Unsolicited communication from outside 
counsel firms with which I do not have a 
business or personal connection

68%

31%

1%
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Rise Above the Noise With 
Actionable Insights 

A closer look at the data reveals how challenger firms can get in-

house lawyers’ attention and position themselves to win business—

even competing against entrenched outside counsel. In-house 

lawyers say they are likely to respond to content, whether it comes 

from a firm they know or a firm with which they have no connection, 

when it contains substantive legal or business information.

And while in-house counsel most often respond to substantive, relevant content 
when it comes from firms they know or do business with, they are likely to respond 
to unfamiliar firms when they receive content addressing topical issues or delivering 
actionable guidance. 

These are critical findings for all firms. Marketers and lawyers need to ensure that 
what they are sending makes a difference to a client’s or prospect’s business. 
Communications must have both substantive information and, when possible, 
actionable guidance. Consistently serving valuable content to clients helps a firm 
remain a preeminent authority in its clients’ eyes. 

Would most increase likelihood to respond to unsolicited 
communication

27%

21%

Contains substantive legal or 
business information

20%

17%
Covers a highly topical issue

Conveys urgency/expresses 
need for action

Reinforces a personal 
connection

Creates an opportunity 
for engagement in a social 
experience

Appeals to me visually

19%

17%

16%

9%

15%

8%

9%

1%

4%

5%

19%

8%

Creates an opportunity 
for engagement in a 
professional event

Provides actionable guidance

From current 
outside counsel

From unfamiliar 
counsel

In the age of information 
overload, actionable 
content alone won’t grab 
the attention of in-house 
counsel. Taking the extra 
step to customize insights 
for select clients will 
demonstrate that current 
counsel is invested in 
the relationship. And 
for a challenger firm, it 
shows you have a keen 
understanding of the 
prospect’s business 
challenges—and the 
insights to help solve them.”

John Corey  
Founding Partner, Greentarget

“
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Stay Focused to Be 
Read or Shared

Increased communication from law firms during the pandemic 

may be encouraging in-house lawyers to filter more aggressively. 

However, the survey findings indicate that most in-house counsel are 

reading, scanning, or perusing emails, client alerts, and other types 

of content from both familiar and unfamiliar firms. Fifty-six percent 

of respondents say they look at these communications from their 

current firms provided the content addresses their organization’s 

business and legal needs; 28% scan information and then share with 

peers when appropriate. The same percentage say they behave 

similarly when it comes to communications from firms with which 

they have not worked in the past.

Just 7% say they would delete or ignore such communications from their 
current law firms based on frequency. Three percent say they would do this 
with communications from unfamiliar firms. And a full 13% take the more drastic 
measure of asking to be removed from distribution lists. 

Reaction to increased communication 

I look at communications that 
provide information relevant to 
my company’s current legal or 
business situation.

I appreciate and scan everything 
they send/offer, and forward 
their communications to 
colleagues when appropriate.

I am put off by the frequent 
communications and ignore 
or delete them.

I only look at communications 
that come with a personal note 
or explanation.

I ask to be removed from their 
distribution lists.

56%

50%

28%

28%

7%

3%

7%

6%

2%

13%

From familiar  
firms

From unfamiliar 
firms
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Find Something Substantive 
to Say on Pressing Legal and 
Business Issues

“ more focus on my specific business 
and operational needs” 

“diversity, equity and inclusion”

The survey also sheds light on the topics in-house lawyers want 

to read more about. Respondents remain interested in legal and 

business issues stemming from the pandemic and on business 

issues unrelated to the pandemic—those two categories ranked 

above return-to-work guidance and other subject matter. 

Asked to list the topics they’d like to hear more about from outside firms, the in-
house counsel surveyed most often mentioned:

The latter is not surprising in the wake of last summer’s racial reckoning. 
They also seek content about cybersecurity and data privacy during this 
prolonged work-from-home environment, along with guidance on a myriad of 
compliance and regulatory issues. 

Once again: They’re looking for substantive, actionable insights on topics 
that directly affect their businesses today. Consistently delivering that kind 
of content to in-house counsel who aren’t clients can open the door to 
new conversations and help a firm stand apart. Differentiation like that is 
hard to come by at a time when lawyers are not attending industry events or 
entertaining clients or prospects in-person.

Law firms need to scrutinize their communications to ensure 
the actionable items are easy to find, scan, and are quick to 
understand. Successful communication rests in using clear, 
straightforward business language as well as having a design 
that pulls the reader right to the most important content.”  

— Elonide Semmes  President, Right Hat LLC

“
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Choose Substance Over 
Entertainment

Nevertheless, the survey results tell us that most in-house lawyers aren’t particularly 
interested in being entertained virtually by their outside lawyers. More than half (51%) of 
respondents say they didn’t attend virtual events because they weren’t interested in the 
topics; 40% say they simply don’t want to engage with their law firms in that way. That 
said, the high interest in communications around business and legal topics suggests 
that virtual programming around these issues could generate demand. In a question 
asking about exceptional communications from law firms, respondents mention virtual 
seminars, webinars, and other substantive online events.

Even in this age of perpetual social distancing, in-house lawyers still value personal 
interactions—especially with outside counsel they consider to be friends. That suggests 
that while substance overwhelmingly plays to better reviews than invitations to Zoom 
socially, if an outside lawyer has a close relationship with a client, the client just might 
enjoy a “social” break from the day-to-day sameness of working from home. 

But if your champagne has more fizz than your Zoom happy hour, reach out the next 
time with value-added content to see if that works better. The two are not mutually 
exclusive, so let your judgment determine what your clients seem to appreciate most.

Seeking to fill the vacuum created by not being able to take clients 

out for drinks or to offer tickets to ballgames, some firms have gotten 

creative with virtual client entertainment. Respondents to our survey 

have been invited to virtual happy hours, book clubs, cooking classes, 

and family outings, among other events. But even the best-attended 

type of virtual outings law firms have offered clients—happy hours—

has drawn only 12% participation from in-house counsel. 

Law firm invitations to in-house counsel to attend virtual social  
experiences v. those who’ve participated

Reasons for not 
attending virtual events 
offered by law firms

•   Event topic(s) did not 
interest me (51%)

•   Date and time was not 
convenient/posed a 
conflict (42%)

•   Do not want to 
engage with law firms 
in this manner (40%)

•   Did not understand 
what the event 
entailed/details 
unclear (18%)

•   Did not know who 
else would attend 
(18%)

•   Experience not worth  
the time (2%)

28% Invited 
8% Participated 

Book Club

27% Invited  
11% Participated 

Movie/TV Viewing

24% Invited  
5% Participated  

Wine Tasting

41% Invited 
12% Participated 

Happy Hour

15% Invited  
4% Participated 

Art Class

7% Invited  
2% Participated 

Family Event

43% Invited  
9% Participated 

Other

20% Invited  
5% Participated 
Cooking Class
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Our Recommendations
A Guide for Law Firm Partners, Marketers, and Communicators

Inundated by a flood of digital communication from law firms, in-house lawyers crave 

the simplicity and intimacy of a friendly voice—or text—on the phone. The long tail of the 

pandemic has been challenging for everyone, and most clients welcome expressions of 

concern. Picking up the phone affords outside counsel the chance to check in on a client 

with the simple goal of seeing how she and her family are doing personally or, alternatively, 

of raising an emerging business or legal issue. 

1. Pick Up the Phone to Call or Text

This survey makes clear that thought leadership—delivered in one of many digital 

formats—e-alerts, blog posts, webinars, COVID-19 resource centers, podcasts, etc.—is 

the primary way a law firm can get a client’s or prospect’s attention. And in the 10 years 

we have measured the information consumption behaviors, attitudes, and preferences 

of in-house counsel, we’ve determined that relevance, urgency, novelty, and utility are 

the most important attributes of engaging thought leadership. Ensuring these qualities 

are reflected in every piece of content you produce is more critical now than ever.

2. Relevance, Urgency, Novelty, and Utility

Survey respondents say generic personal notes don’t do much to enhance the value of 

law firm communications, but they overwhelmingly say they’ll respond to information 

that’s relevant to their business. So, instead of a mere “thought you’d find this interesting,” 

preface your thought leadership with a note explaining exactly why the insights are 

relevant to that individual’s situation. 

3. Customize Your Outreach

While your existing clients may be more likely to review and pay attention to your 

content than to a competitor’s, what they want above all is substantive information that 

delivers actionable guidance—whomever it comes from. Challenger firms are looking for 

opportunities to get a foot in the door. Because roughly one-third of in-house counsel 

say they will respond to compelling communications from firms with which they do not 

have a current relationship, incumbent firms need to focus defensively on being the first 

to deliver valuable insights to their clients.       

4. Beware of Complacency 
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In a May survey of in-house counsel aimed at uncovering their COVID-19 content 

preferences, respondents told us they wanted more research and podcasts from law firms. 

While they were receiving them less frequently (only 35% had received a research report; 

20% a podcast) than other forms of thought leadership, in-house counsel put considerably 

higher value on research and podcasts than all other formats (emails, articles, webinars, 

and blog posts). As firms look to deliver substance and guidance, consider the value punch 

these tools offer for distinguishing your content and your distinctive brand voice. 

When the pandemic is finally over and we enter a new business normal—whatever that 

proves to be—all of us will undoubtedly look back and evaluate the ways we pivoted, 

evolved, stretched, and grew during the great pause. As you grapple every day with new 

and often existential challenges, think about what you’ll say if, two years from now, a client 

or colleagues asks how the pandemic changed you, what you did to improve or evolve, 

or what makes you proud about the way you or your firm handled this historically difficult 

moment. Contemplating the questions today can help us be intentional about the actions 

we take and the investments we make—in ourselves and in our clients. 

6.

7.

Use the time and resources you might have spent traveling or entertaining clients and 

prospects in ways that distinguish you from your competitors. Start with one prospect. 

Ask your business development, competitive intelligence, or other research professionals 

for a deep dive into the legal and business issues defining the prospect’s business 

priorities. Then apply that knowledge to scenario planning or some other forward-looking 

demonstration of your strategic thinking. Your unsolicited insights will differentiate you in 

positive and memorable ways from the standard mass distribution materials the prospect 

likely is receiving from other firms.

5. Invest in Your Prospects  

Research Reports, Podcasts an Opportunity 

How Will You Look Back? 
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